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I walked out of GHS covered in paint.
I love art. Painting is something I enjoy on occasion, but I am no Picasso. When I heard there was 

an opportunity to paint sets for the musical, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolored Dreamcoat, I was 
intrigued. I wanted to do it, but I did not want to do it by 
myself. Though slightly reluctant, my friend Alexa agreed 
to come with me. 

We walked into the school, not sure if we were in the 
right place, and we did not know what we were going to 
do. We were introduced to Tony Shea, who is in charge of 
sets for the musical. He showed us two giant sets of stairs 
and asked us to prime them. I pushed up my sleeves and 
grabbed a roller.

I volunteered to do the sides of the stairs, forcing Alexa 
to paint the steps. She had to start at the top and work her 
way down, walking down the stairs every time she needed 

more primer. When I first put the roller in paint, I did not remove any excess primer from 
the roller. I pulled it out of the primer and walked over to the side of the stairs. I am grateful 
that there was something protecting the stage underneath me. I looked down, and there was 
splatters of paint all over my jeans. Luckily, I had worn old clothes, and if it were still the early 
2000s, I would have been fairly fashionable. 

Painting in the silence was fairly tedious, so I pulled out my phone and played the Great-
est Showman to get in the musical spirit. 

When we finally finished priming, we took a quick doughnut break and then had to mix 
colors to create the right shade of brown. Mrs. Kendall told us the color we wanted to achieve. 
Due to my lack of coordination, I was extremely worried I would spill red, black, yellow or 
white paint everywhere, so Mrs. Kendall and Alexa poured paint from the bucket into a small 
measuring cup. I recorded the ounces used to make the specific shade of brown.

I ended up painting the top step that was larger than the rest. A few strokes in, I realized 
there was a part of the top step I could not reach without getting paint all over me. I winced, and reached over to the edge of the freshly 
painted step, getting brown paint all over my right side in the process. 

Overall, I had an amazing time with my best friend painting, and I will definitely do it again. If anyone is interested in helping paint 
sets for the musical, contact Tony Shea at 317/902-6466.

Techie adds color to Dreamcoat set
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With the demolition of the old middle school, students reminisce about their favor-
ite GMS memories. From pep rallies and playing with the pep band to basketball 
games and cheering on players, the old middle school will be missed. GMS 
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Juniors Anna Lowe and Alexa Ashmore 
paint props for the set of the upcoming mu-
sical, Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat. Ashmore painted the steps while 
Lowe painted the sides of the staircase. 
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Ultimately, Greenwood community has to move forward, even if saying 
goodbye is a little difficult.
Students are sad to see the old GMS go but are looking forward to sharing 

their favorite memories.
“The best memory from GMS is the 8th grade dance because I loved getting 

ready, seeing all the decorations and going with friends afterwards to Steak N’ 
Shake. The 8th grade dance was a nice going away party for 
8th graders, and it really felt like it was worth it to go, over-
all middle school itself wasn’t the greatest but that definitely 
was,” senior Stephanie Gutierrez said. 

While students reminisce about dancing the night away 
with a mini prom-like experience, some enjoyed the special 
places that GMS provided. 

“The courtyard was my friends and my favorite place 
to hangout out and meet. During our last year of middle 
school, we would always hide notes in the bushes, and ev-
erybody in the group would take turns reading it. 8th grade 
year was also the year where I had a solid group of friends 
to do fun stuff with, and the courtyard was just our thing,” 
junior Rachel Knight said.

At GMS, students could assist teachers to replace study 
halls. 

“I helped TA for a teacher in 8th grade, and I will al-
ways remember the day when my favorite artist dropped her 
album because during my TA period my TA teacher let me sit 
in her class and I got the chance to listen to it,” senior Evan said. 

Civil War Day was also one of the most loved and memo-
rable event. 

“I loved seeing the cannon shoot outside and the overall 
Civil War Day that our 8th grade teachers took time to plan. I 
knew things about civil war before Civil War Day but I enjoyed 
learning about things that I did not know,” Ward said.
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